While cingulate cortex forms a major medial surface structure surrounding much of the corpus callosum, it has not played a major role in the diagnosis and treatment of neurologic diseases. This chapter seeks to understand why this is the case, provide brief historical insights, and consider cingulate organization. In it I show how to localize the 8 cingulate subregions in any human image of the medial surface. A key theme is that midcingulate cortex (MCC) is not “dorsal anterior cingulate cortex” (“dACC”) as frequently labeled in human imaging studies. There are so many examples of this that only a few can be presented here. *This chapter has been substantially modified from the original.

**Historical Notes and Re-emergence of the Midcingulate Concept**

Broca (1898) early referred to cingulate cortex as the Grand Limbic Lobe thus placing it in the center of what evolved into the limbic concept. Papez (1937) later used large stroke and tumor cases to define what is commonly known as the “Papez circuit” and early emphasized its place in a system rather than a stand-alone structure. This circuit was viewed as a simple feed-forward one from the anterior thalamic nuclei to cingulate cortex to the mammillary bodies and back to the anterior thalamic nuclei leading investigators to view it as one of an internal, reverberating system. While many thought of it as entirely subserving emotion, in fact parts of cingulate cortex including posterior cingulate (PCC) and retrosplenial (RSC) cortices are engaged in spatial orientation and memory that can be in some instances dissociated from emotion.

MacLean (1990), in the summary of his life work, still viewed the thalamocingulate limb of his tripartite brain as critical to emotion but his extensive studies included many sensorimotor responses evoked by electrical stimulation. These latter responses did not become part of his conceptual framework as there were no known mechanisms for them during the period of his active research in the 1960s-1980s. In the end, one of MacLean’s major contributions was to substantially revise the views of Papez by adding the amygdala, orbitofrontal cortex and other subcortical structures to the limbic system. Nevertheless, he still did not have the tools and information whereby sensory information had access to the limbic system or systems by which autonomic/skeletomotor responses were generated; both of which involved cingulate cortex. This had to await further decades of research with modern neuroscience tools and theoretical frameworks.

The pivotal linkage between autonomic activity and emotion in generating somatic markers (James, 1884; Damasio et al., 1990) suggests that any definition of limbic cortex that depends on
emotion requires both autonomic integration as well as long-term memory storage of emotional/valenced incidents. Only one region in the cingulate gyrus fulfills this definition: anterior cingulate cortex (ACC). A functional designation for the limbic concept involves affect/autonomic activation, emotional responses and memories of valenced objects and events, and mood as it relates to motor activation for emotional motor output. As discussed below, the subgenual ACC (sACC) regulates autonomic output, projects to autonomic brainstem nuclei, and stores long-term, episodic emotional memories and this certainly fulfills the criteria for limbic cortex.

Smith (1907) was the first to recognize a cingulate region that was not identified in Brodmann’s map and we now term midcingulate cortex (MCC; Vogt et al., 2003; Vogt, 2016). Many studies preceded its recognition as an independent entity. For example, electrical stimulation of MCC, that was not yet recognized as such per se, provided the next key generation of research. This stimulation evoked complex and context-dependent gestures such as touching, kneading, rubbing or pressing the fingers or hands together, and lip puckering or sucking; one might say kissing for the latter is context dependent and has emotional valence (Escobedo et al., 1973; Meyer et al., 1973; Talairach et al., 1973). These movements are often adapted to the environment; they can be modified by sensory stimuli, and at times, resisted. None of these complex movements can be evoked by stimulation of adjacent primary and supplementary motor cortices and so are unique to cingulate cortex.

Heiko Braak (1976) observed a motor field in the human posterior cingulate sulcus with pigment (lipofuchian) architecture. This discovery had a profound and long lasting impact on how the functions of cingulate cortex are viewed particularly when considered with early electrical stimulation studies; i.e., as a premotor/cognitive region that may not always be engaged in emotion or movement. The MCC has two corticospinal projection systems in the cingulate sulcus (Biber et al., 1978; Dum and Strick, 1991, 1993) that are now referred to as the rostral and caudal cingulate premotor areas (CPMAr, CPMAc, respectively). These spinal projection neurons do not extend into ACC, PCC or RSC, and, thus, their presence adds a population of large, layer Vb pyramids that
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are not characteristic of other parts of cingulate cortex. This architecture is shown in the adjacent figure from Library #3. It shows the caudal cingulate premotor area in area p24d’ (the prime stands for MCC of which there are two parts; a-anterior and p-posterior). Neuron-specific nuclear binding
protein (NeuN) immunoreactivity shows all neurons in the area in the cingulate sulcus, SMI32 is an antibody to intermediate neurofilament proteins that are expressed by the large neurons of Braak in layer Vb and Pigment Architecture (PA) is a preparation kindly provided by Heiko Braak that was used to identify the CPMAc in the cingulate sulcus. Library #3 discusses these findings in a bit more detail. Finally, a summary table of the properties of the two CPMAcs is provided at the end of the Library #32 chapter.

The topography of the CPMAcs and their cytoarchitectural localization was later precisely described in the monkey by Luppino et al. (1991) and Matelli et al. (1991). The CPMAcs contain neurons with premotor discharge properties (Shima et al., 1991) that are encoded according to the changing reward properties of particular behaviors (Shima and Tanji, 1998; Library #32). Finally, functional imaging studies show altered blood flow in this region during sequences of complex finger apposition movements (Kwan et al., 2000). Thus, the Braak findings opened a stream of important cingulate functional studies that continue to this day.

The field was moved beyond these premotor views to cognitive perspectives by neuropsychology with the concept of "attention-for-action" proposed by Posner et al. (1988) to put the premotor concept in a broader context. This designation is useful because it does not preclude MCC’s role in mismatch detection/conflict resolution (Carter et al., 1998, 2000), selecting among cognitive options that do not require movement (Corbetta et al., 1992; Bench et al., 1992), selecting action verbs to noun lists that may or may not generate movement (Raichle, 2000), anticipation of cognitive processing (Murtha et al., 1996), or working memory (Petit et al., 1998). Involvement of MCC in all of these functions suggests complex intrinsic networks that have yet to be fully understood.

A recent study of cases with aMCC lesions (Fellows and Farah, 2005) raised questions about a strict role for this region in cognitive control. Since Bush et al. (1998) show involvement in enhancing response reaction times and in mediating reward responses (Bush et al., 2002), it is necessary to consider this region in the broader context of response selection toward either reward or away from punishment and this is one of the values of the response selection designation; it can occur toward any outcome and may be determined by feedback parameters that guide behavior (Bush, 2009). Hadland et al. (2003) used monkeys to show that cingulate cortex is involved in selecting responses related to different reward outcomes; although their lesions involved substantial white matter and dorsal supplementary motor cortex. Response selection does not refer to a single cognitive activity as sometimes implied because MCC has many areas and individual layers in each area might contribute to more than one function. Midcingulotomy lesions can disrupt reward-guided response selection (Williams et al., 2004) and the role of MCC in punishment and avoidance is stressed by a substantial literature on acute, peripheral nociceptive stimulation (Vogt et al., 2003, 2005).

A key distinction between ACC and MCC is emotional activity in the former and cognitive/motor activity in the latter. Rolls (2014) defines emotion as states evoked by instrumental reinforcers; rewards or punishers. Emotions set value states (organized in orbitofrontal cortex) that maintain goals for action that are very important features for cingulate cortex. He also proposed a new perspective of limbic system organization (2015) in which he proposes there are at least two limbic systems. One is the anterior limbic system including the orbitofrontal cortex and amygdala that is involved in emotion, reward valuation, and reward-related decision-making (but not
memory), with the value representations transmitted to the ACC for action-outcome learning. In this ‘emotion limbic system’ a computational principle is that feedforward pattern association networks learn associations from visual, olfactory, somatosensory and auditory stimuli. In the second limbic system the hippocampus and limbic structures with which it is connected including the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), retrosplenial cortex (RSC) and the fornix-mammillary body-anterior thalamus (i.e., much of the old Papez-MacLean circuit) are involved in episodic, context-related or event memory, but not emotion. This ‘Hippocampal Episodic Memory System’ receives information from neocortical areas about spatial location and objects in space; the hippocampus can rapidly associate this information by the different computational reward value principle of autoassociation in the CA3 region.

Finally, it should be known that almost all human imaging studies differentiate ACC and MCC, regardless of a study’s labelling schemes that are usually based on the century-old Brodmann scheme. A particularly provocative demonstration of this comes from the work of Lang et al. (2005). They used transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) of primary motor cortex with positron emission tomography as shown in this figure (modified from their Figure 3) at rest and during finger movements and used to map lasting changes in regional synaptic activity following 10 min of tDCS. Subjects received anodal or cathodal stimulation of the left primary motor cortex (MI). When compared to sham stimulation, anodal and cathodal tDCS induced widespread increases and decreases in regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) in cortical and subcortical areas. These changes in (rCBF) were of the same magnitude as task-related rCBF changes during finger movements. Importantly, anodal stimulation activated MCC, while cathodal stimulation inactivated mainly ACC. These findings clearly show functional differences between these two regions of cingulate cortex.

In conclusion, the midcingulate concept and subregion re-emerged from 1907 throughout the 1990s with a complete cingulate cytoarchitectural study including it but not yet identified as a unique structure/function entity (Vogt et al., 1995) until 2003 (Vogt et al.). MCC provides a cognitive interface with skeletomotor systems via projections to the spinal cord, striatum, supplementary/pre-supplementary motor cortices and other motor systems and is critical to decisions selecting between pain (punishment) or reward outcomes. The response selection process may require movement and/or corollary discharges associated with it, mismatch and/or outcome assessment, assessment of internal requirements and reward consequences, and defining optimal output and reprogramming other motor areas for routine behaviors such as the striatum and cerebellum. The dorsal aMCC (area a32') may play a pivotal role in reorganizing activity in many motor structures to produce new behavioral outputs that adapt to changing rewards and punishments. The challenge will be to understand how each function is performed within MCC with its many substituent areas.
MCC Does not Equal “Dorsal ACC”: A Common Brodmann-Based Misconception

In the early 1990s the Brodmann parcellation was still a dominant force particularly as Talairach and Tournoix (1988) used it for their atlas. However, almost three decades of structural and functional imaging has provided new perspectives on cingulate organization and use of the label “dACC” has become an incorrect designation for some years, although many investigators continue to use it. The so called “dACC” is not MCC as frequently stated, has no specific and uniform morphological characteristics, and has outlived its usefulness. Indeed, when this label is used, it is unclear where in cingulate cortex the position of structural changes and/or activity is located. The 8-subregion cingulate model is comprised of objectively defined cortical units that are considered further throughout this chapter and does not reflect simple labels but rather models of 8 types of cingulate cortex that have predictive value and their functions will evolve with modern imaging findings. Its predictive value is just being realized as, for example, MCC is one of the main foci of ketamine actions (Sprenger et al., 2006), each of the subregions are qualitatively different cortical types based on differences in neuron structure, distribution of afferent and efferent connections and of course various functions.

Cingulate Overview

Over the past two decades we have arrived at the adjacent flat map co-registered to Talairach and Tournoix (1998) coordinates. The four regions (color; ACC, MCC, PCC, RSC), 8 subregions (arrows; subgenual and pregenual ACC; anterior and posterior MCC; dorsal and ventral PCC; anterior/intermediate and posterior RSC) and associated areas are shown. This map is accurate above the corpus callosum where intersection distances are maintained, although sections were extended dorsally to open the cingulate and callosal sulci. However, it is distorted rostral and caudal to the corpus callosum due to the flattening process (Vogt, 2014, 2015). While there are 3 anteroposterior RSC divisions, the anterior and intermediate ones are combined as the anterior division is quite small.

The map has a gray color in the opened sulci and can be used to localize activity on any human image with these steps to generate the composition shown in the figure below: 1. Enter a copy of the above figure into Photoshop. 2. Place the image of interest over the first (in this instance I used the last figure from Hodkinson et al., 2015). 3. Drag two vertical lines to the rostral and caudal tips of the corpus callosum and one horizontal one to the dorsal tip thereof (green lines in figure below). 4. Scale and orient the image to the corpus callosum using these three lines and the red double arrow. 5. Adjust the opacity of the layer with the image of interest so that both images can be viewed simultaneously (in this instance the Hodkinson image was reduced to an opacity of 49%). With this combined image one can relabel any image to the 8-subregion model.
The tip of their arrow in cingulate cortex is marked with a green asterisk and is in aMCC/a24'. All of the observations presented in this chapter support this organization; cytoarchitecture, seeding in PET studies to show associated connections, receptor binding, tDCS, ablation, default mode network, location of Von Economo neurons, cognitive vs emotional processing regions, and projections to subcortical autonomic sites.

**Monkey/Human comparisons (Library #30)**

This figure shows the medial surfaces of the monkey and human brains oriented to the vertical plane at the anterior commissure (VAC or VCA). This human case is among the most common with a double-parallel cingulate and paracingulate sulci. The pairs of open arrows point to the origin of the dorsal rami (dr) and marginal rami (mr). The dorsal (db) and ventral (vb) branches of the splenial sulci (spls) are shown in human. The dorsal splenial lobules are marked with diamonds and vertical branches of the callosal sulcus (cas) in human are marked with asterisks as is a descending branch with double asterisks that marks the approximate border between areas 23 and 24'. While the monkey has almost no branching of the spls, both species have a caudomedial lobule (cml). Monkeys do not have an external cingulate gyrus (ECG; d, dorsal; and v, ventral) or a paracingulate sulcus (pcgs). (Abbreviations include: CG, cingulate gyrus; gcc, bcc, and scc, genu, body and splenium of the corpus callosum, respectively; SFG, superior frontal gyrus; SG, straight gyrus; tCG, terminal cingulate gyrus). The splenial sulci (spls) have a shallow (monkey) or deep (human) secondary sulcus that merges with the cgs at the knee. In human, this branch is named the dorsal branch of the spls to provide a corollary for the ventral branch and to emphasize such continuity. In addition, there is a dorsal ramus (dr) of the cgs just anterior to the VCA in both species. This previously unnamed structure is prominent in human, however, its presence had not been detected in monkey and the dr and mr provide relatively constant markers of the dorsal cingulate gyrus for both species. The human cingulate gyrus has many elaborations not present in the monkey. First and anteriorly, there is the paracingulate sulcus (pcgs) that defines the external cingulate gyrus (ECG) and this gyrus terminates at the dorsal ramus. The caudal one-third of the ECG contains area 32'. Interestingly in the monkey, there is no ECG and no dorsal extension of area 32'. Second, although the monkey has a rostral sulcus (rs), cortex in this region of the human
brain is thrown into many folds and these are associated with the inferior and superior rostral sulci, and the paraterminal sulcus (pts) which in this case is broken and continuous with the inferior rostral sulcus. Third, cortex in the human posterior cingulate gyrus is thrown into extensive folds and some of these are termed paraspheial lobules (indicated with diamonds). There are also numerous vertical branches emitted from the spls, cgs, and callosal sulcus (cas) that provide for extensive folding of the PCC in humans. Terminology for the gyrus that surrounds the rostral cingulate gyrus has been a matter of debate over the past few decades. Although Ono et al. (1990) refer to a double pattern of cingulate sulci as common, the dorsal one of the two sulci is quite variable and was not specifically named. Since the paracingulate sulcus defines the dorsal border of this gyrus, it has been referred to as the paracingulate gyrus. This cannot be the case, however, as this cortex is the dorsal ACC that comprises area 32; that is, it is not “para” or adjacent to cingulate cortex. We used the term superior cingulate gyrus (Vogt et al., 1995); however, in its ventral extent below the genu it is not superior to the cingulate gyrus. We resolved these contradictions by referring to it as the external cingulate gyrus and use the paracingulate sulcus to limit the dorsal border of cingulate cortex.

A thorough analysis of the comparative cytoarchitecture is provided in Library #30. Here we make just a few cogent points. This figure shows the areas in both species in flat maps with the double arrow in human indicating the direction of flattening dorsal to the corpus callosum. The following points are notable: 1. Area 32 in monkey does not extend dorsal to the corpus callosum as in human. 2. While the cas does not invaginate in ACC and MCC in monkey as it does in human, we have recently noticed a very limited area 33 in the monkey (not shown). 3. While the CPMA are in the cingulate sulcus of both species, in the monkey they terminate in the fundus of the cgs (gray area), while in the human these areas extend substantially onto the dorsal bank of the cgs (gray area above the solid line indicating the dorsal edge (apex) of the CG.

This figure shows three species in which sections of NeuN were selected from approximately the same level and magnification for comparison of the aMCC areas. It shows how each species has an expansion of associated areas including the laminar differentiation in primates. The double arrow and solid lines on the surface of the CG enhances these comparative features. A recent article by van Heukelin et al. (2019) makes an explicit effort to provide the comparative features of ACC and MCC in multiple species.

In a similar presentation below, the retrosplenial areas are shown for three species. Note that the rat does not have a PCC; its posterior region is comprised entirely of retrosplenial areas 29 and 30. Further, in primates the retrosplenial areas are
almost entirely located in the cas and makes assessing RSC functions quite difficult (below), while in rodents these areas form the entire cortical surface posteriorly without a cas invagination.

Further Differentiation of Cingulate Subregions

The adjacent figure has three plates that show the substantial cytoarchitectural differences between ACC and aMCC (A.), receptor binding differences (B.) and the distribution of the default mode network (C.). The horizontal black lines in A. mark the boundary between layers III and V in pairs of NeuN and neurofilament protein (NFP; SMI32 antibody) sections. Comparison of each layer in areas progressing from ventral (sACC) to dorsal (p24b’) shows a progressive increase in cortical thickness and expansion of particularly the superficial layers. By comparing pACC (f) with aMCC (d) we note the following for aMCC: 1. It is thicker than pACC. 2. Layer II is thinner and less neuron dense. 3. Layers IIIab and IIIc are much broader than in pACC and have more diffuse neurons relating to the expansion of pyramidal basal dendrites. 4. Layer Vb is more apparent and this expansion continues throughout caudal MCC. 5. Neurons in layer VI are larger and the layer is broader. The only layer that appears to have similar features is that of layer Va. It is not apparent how these two cortices can be considered equivalent; i.e., part of the same region. Of particular note is the appearance of NFP in layer IIIc of the latter area. This trend continues into PCC where these neurons become more dense. In B. receptor binding was used to test the hypothesis as to whether or not “dACC” is ACC according to Brodmann’s parcellation (a) (see Library #72). Photographs of GABA_A and AMPA receptor binding (b) show robust differences indicating substantial differences in intrinsic circuitry. The statistical analysis for 15 ligands (c) further supports this conclusion. Thus “dACC” is not equivalent to MCC. C. shows that the default mode network clearly does not involve MCC while it does in ACC. This fact has surprisingly been overlooked in the field and supports the notion that “dACC” ≠ ACC.
Von Economo neurons provide further evidence that ACC/MCC are not equivalent structures as these neurons are primarily located in ACC (Nimchinsky et al., 1995; Library #97). This figure shows they are bipolar in shape (asterisks with arrows) and their apical processes often form aggregates (B, C). They are large, spindle neurons located mainly in layer Vb. Details regarding the neuronal class to which these cells belong and their precise distribution along both ventrodorsal and anteroposterior axes are now known using computer-assisted mapping and immunocytochemical techniques. Spindle neurons are restricted to the subfields of the ACC areas 24 and 25 with a lesser density in MCC. Furthermore, a majority of the spindle cells at any level is located in subarea 24b on the gyral surface. Immunocytochemical analysis shows that NFPs are present in a large percentage of these neurons and that they do not contain calcium-binding proteins. Injections of the carbocyanine dye Dil into the cingulum bundle revealed that these bipolar neurons are projection cells suggesting they may be a type of pyramidal neuron. Finally, spindle cells are consistently affected in Alzheimer’s disease cases, with an overall loss of about 60%. Taken together, these observations indicate that the spindle cells of the human cingulate cortex represent a morphological subpopulation of pyramidal neurons whose restricted distribution may be associated with functions distinct from other projection neurons.

The adjacent figure (A.) provides a summary of Bush (2009) findings for affective (blue) and cognitive cingulate divisions (red) showing that the border between the two aligned almost exactly at the cytoarchitectural border between pACC and aMCC noted above. In B, a seed was placed in the sACC in a PET study (Vogt, 2009) and shows that correlated voxels of interest extend to the same border. In C, a PET study with Steven Laureys (Vogt et al., 2006) and a seed in dPCC shows correlated voxels of interest extending to the same border (black arrow) and not encroaching on ACC. Finally, D, shows “Fear” activity drawn from Neurosynth that is a very restricted patch of activated voxels on the gyral surface of ventral aMCC. We view fear at this level (vs in the amygdala and elsewhere) as a premotor signal that drives avoidance behaviors. Finally, E, shows the autonomic subcortical projections of sACC (red) and pACC (yellow) are more robust and qualitatively unique than that for MCC (blue). The only two similar projections arise from the periaqueductal grey and amygdala. In light of the many findings shown in these figures, it is clear that MCC does not equate to ACC; dorsal, caudal or otherwise.
Cingulate Cortex in Neurology

There are historical reasons for the limited role that cingulate cortex has played in neurology. It was associated with limbic/emotional systems that in the past were generally viewed to be within the purview of psychiatry and its unique functions were poorly understood. There are, however, other reasons why this is the case. Clinical testing of predictions of its role in motivation and spatial attention has been hindered by the rarity of patients with isolated cingulate lesions (Mesulam et al., 2001). Thus, there has yet to emerge a unique cingulate syndrome and it is often viewed instead as an extension of each adjacent lateral surface neocortical lobe (e.g., medial prefrontal cortex often refers to ACC and dPCC in medial parietal cortex).

There may be as many as 600 neurological disorders evoked by tumors, epilepsy, Parkinson's disease, Alzheimer's disease, frontotemporal dementia and others. Moreover, there are extensive overlaps between neurological and psychiatric diseases. The latter include mental disorders as a clinically significant behavioral or psychological syndrome or pattern that occurs in an individual and is associated with distress (e.g., a painful symptom) or disability (e.g., impairment in one or more areas of functioning) or with an increased risk of suffering, chronic pain, disability, or an important loss of freedom. Whatever its original etiology, it must currently be considered a manifestation of a behavioral, psychological, or biological dysfunction (Stein et al., 2010). Obviously, numerous neurological diseases are associated with mental/psychiatric disorders and the overlap of these diseases prevents a quantitative assignment of the two. Thus, delineating cingulate damage in one or the other cannot be resolved due to the inextricable nature of forebrain damage and mental impairments. This is further demonstrated with Theory of Mind (ToM) studies.

One way to probe mental function and hence “psychiatric” diseases is with the various paradigms used to analyze ToM. These paradigms explore the different mechanisms by which an individual attributes and reasons about the mental states of other individuals in terms of their beliefs and desires particularly in social contexts. The relevant network includes the temporo-parietal junction, cortex in the superior temporal sulcus, dorsal and medial prefrontal cortex and two parts of cingulate cortex (mainly pACC and dPCC along with adjacent area 7 (Dodell-Feder et al., 2011; Kovács et al., 2014). Of course, this network is not unique to ToM processing which overlaps with discourse comprehension (Lin et al., 2018), emotion (Mitchell and Phillips, 2015), and pain (Bruneau et al., 2012). Thus, mental function, as represented by ToM findings, are critical underpinnings for many functions and engage a wide network that includes major parts of cingulate cortex. It is not surprising, therefore, that impairments of cingulate function, such as that in Tourette Syndrome (see below) impair ToM comprehension (Eddy et al., 2016). The conclusion is that neurologic and psychiatric syndromes often go hand in hand.

Attention is without a doubt the overriding view of cingulate function in neurology and this is primarily due to the work of Heilman and colleagues (2003) on contralateral hemineglect. The difficulty of identifying cingulate functions and parceling it in complex diseases is enhanced by the fact that it does not operate as one unified entity and the wide distribution of the anterior cerebral artery (ACA; Stephani et al., 2000; below). This latter study reported that 26% of ACA branches crossed to the other hemisphere, many of which supply the PCC. Thus, infarction of this artery can cause widespread and possibly bilateral insults and it is rare that emboli lodge in a single branch that feed a restricted part (subregion) of cingulate cortex; however, see Paus (2001). While it is certainly true that one has to attend to a task to perform it (i.e., move out of the default mode...
network), cingulate cortex has a more complex role in brain function than attention and attention itself as a conceptual framework can be refined in cingulate studies (below).

Seizure activity originating in cingulate cortex tends to be silent and difficult to detect. Also, MCC responds during novelty and its function is hard to assess over time. This requires specific neuropsychological tests to assess post-stroke impairments remembering that this damage usually includes substantial white matter including the cingulum bundle with transversely distributed axons, corpus callosum with many axons not limited to cingulate connections and subcortical sites. Finally, *cingulate cortex appears to select relevant networks to accomplish particular reinforcement goals and the selection process may be hard to detect independent of other cortical regions and networks*. In view of these difficulties, verification of cingulate findings is always required with imaging modalities. Given the skeletomotor functions of MCC, one would expect observable deficits due to damage to it in at least some neurologic diseases, if not as a primary marker of them. There are a few examples of this and here we consider progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP) and Tourette syndrome (TS).

**Progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP).** Chiu et al. (2012) published an important study differentiating hypoperfusion of MCC in an analysis of PSP and compared it to frontotemporal dementia with tau pathology (FTD). Hypoperfusion associated with PSP was mainly in pMCC but also encroached on aMCC, while that for FTD was mainly in aMCC with some overlap of the two sites. Hypoperfusion in pMCC was correlated with the Stroop color-word and Weigl color-form sorting tests, while that in FTD engaged mainly aMCC and sACC. Thus, the course of PSP is associated with neuron loss and hypoperfusion mainly in pMCC, while that in FTD is in aMCC and sACC (areas 25, s24, s32). Thus, vulnerability of pMCC subregions to neurodegeneration results in cognitive decline in domains usually attributed to aMCC (Bush, 2009). This conundrum has not yet been explained but could be due to neuroplastic reorganization within MCC.

**Tourette syndrome (TS).** Attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) have a high comorbidity with TS; 60% for the former and 27% for the latter (Freeman et al., 2000). Thus, it is worth going one step further as syndrome overlap could be associated with aspects of MCC impairment. The data, however, are in conflict when viewed from the perspective of the MCC dichotomy. Wang et al. (2011) used independent components analysis of patients with TS during spontaneous tics and healthy controls while simulating tic behaviors. While both groups showed activation in pACC, the activity in aMCC in the TS group was lower than controls and lower activity was associated with more severe tics. This suggests that a failure to control tic behavior or premonitory urges that generate them is due to failure of aMCC function. Bohlhalter et al. (2006) evaluated TS patients with fMRI 2 seconds before and at tic onset without regard to tic type (e.g., eye blinking, grimacing, abdominal tensing, arm stretching, coughing, grunting or barking). They found that pMCC and the supplementary motor area activated before tic onset and, at tic onset, this activity was virtually non-existent. In contrast, significant activation at tic onset was generated in sensorimotor areas. It is striking that the caudal Cingulate Premotor Area (cCPMA) in the pMCC was a focal site of activity. This can be viewed as consistent with the function of pMCC in reflexive motor control versus feedback-mediated decision making of the daMCC and rCPMA. What is not consistent is the reduction in aMCC activity in Wang et al. (2011)
and increased pre-tic activity in pMCC (Bohlhalter et al., 2006). There are a number of possible reasons for the mismatch in the two MCC subregions. 1) Both TS populations contained about equal proportions of patients with comorbid OCD and ADHD instead of TS only patients. 2) Each study had small group sizes of 10 and 13 subjects. 3) The tics themselves were variable and focused on those that would not cause motion artifact in the scanner. Selecting a uniform type of tic for analysis could be helpful. 4) As TS evolves with age, a tighter age category may provide more consistent findings. While the available studies are excellent and there are problems finding an adequate number of patients with similar characteristics, the findings leave questions in terms of MCC impairment. This conundrum is an example of how the 8 cingulate subregions provide models for further experimental testing that may lead to a coherent understanding of MCC-impaired function and biomarker(s) of TS and other neurologic diseases.

**Arterial Supply**

The arterial supply of cingulate cortex does not follow structure/function divisions and this makes it particularly difficult to identify unique stroke and tumor outcomes. These issues include the wide distribution of the anterior cerebral artery (ACA) including both anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and MCC, connections between the ACA and internal parietal artery posteriorly and interconnections with vessels in the contralateral hemisphere. The figure here presents two perspectives on cingulate arterial supply. The first (A.) is an excellent study from Stefanie et al. (2000) in which latex was used to fill the arteries. In the top case, the left ACA was filled with yellow latex and supplies the anterior part of the ipsilateral hemisphere. Crossed branches from the right ACA were filled with blue latex that supply the posterior portion of the contralateral hemisphere (arrows). In the center case the medial surface of left cerebral hemisphere shows the left ACA (yellow latex) that supplies the anterior part of the ipsilateral hemisphere (open arrow). The crossed branches from the right ACA (large arrows) supply the posterior part of this hemisphere. Note that the paracentral lobule (small arrows) receives the supply from contralateral ACA branches. In the lower case the usual distribution of ACA branches is shown to orbitofrontal (OfA), frontopolar (FpA), anterior (AIFA), medium (MIFA) and posterior (PIFA) internal frontal, paracentral lobule (LPA), superior (SIPA), and inferior (IIPA) internal parietal arteries. Note the presence of branches destined to the contralateral hemisphere (arrows). Also, there are branches destined to the contralateral hemisphere (arrows) (Stefanie et al., 2000). In B. the medial surface at postmortem with intact arachnoid and vessels.
Features of PCG are marked as is the vertical/ventral branch of the splenial sulci (vb, arrowhead). Vessels teased from the sulci demonstrate their positions. The pullout shows each of the major vessels supplying the PCG. The bottom plate is a merge of this case with the distribution of the internal parietal artery reported by Marino (1975) and the two apposing arrows indicate the vascular border between the internal parietal and parieto-occipital arteries. The CML, caudomedial lobule, forms the most caudoventral part of the PCG (Vogt and Laureys, 2009). Asterisks locate labeled arteries that were teased from the sulci to demonstrate their positions. The pullout shows each of the major vessels supplying the PCG. The bottom plate is a merge of this case with the distribution of the internal parietal artery reported by Marino (1975) and the two apposing arrows indicate the vascular border between the internal parietal and parieto-occipital arteries (CML, caudomedial lobule forms the most caudoventral part of the PCG). A boundary zone between two blood supplies appears at the vb-splenial sulci (spls) between the inferior parietal branch of the anterior cerebral artery rostrally to dPCC (Perlmutter and Rhoton, 1978) and the parieto-occipital branch of the posterior cerebral artery caudally to the vPCC (Zeal and Rhoton, 1978). Since the internal parietal branch supplies dPCC, the distribution of this artery shown by Marino (1975; branch #8) was co-registered to the postmortem case based on landmarks. These merged images suggest this branch does not supply the vPCC. Although surface assessment provides limited information on specific cortical supplies, such studies confirm that vPCC is supplied by terminal branches of the medial branch of the posterior cerebral artery (Waddington, 1984, pages 48-49; Perlmutter and Rhoton, 1978, Fig. 6; Ring and Waddington, 1968, Figs. 1-3). This segregation of blood supplies verifies the border between dPCC and vPCC and suggests stroke vulnerabilities that are unique to broadly defined subregions.

Most studies show that ACA infarcts extend into the white matter making it difficult or impossible to identify specific impairments in cingulate subregion function. Bogousslavsky and Regli (1990) reported a few bilateral cases with akinetic mutism, 3 in ACC and two in MCC with this diagnosis. However, without neuropsychological testing, determining structure/function entities are not possible. Paus (2001) summarized a few cases of restricted cingulate damage; one in pACC and two in MCC. Thus, there are a few cases of localized damage in spite of the complex arterial supply.

Finally, “focal” lesions that involve RSC impair memory of spatial-positional relationships and are associated with topokinetic (movement in space) disorientation (Rudge and Warrington, 1991; Takahashi et al., 1997). It should be realized that these strokes encompass both RSC and dPCC as well as the underlying white matter which is a choke point for many axons of passage between cingulate cortex and the medial temporal lobe. This figure shows case 2 in the latter study (white in this figure extending into area 23). This damage is better termed a perisplenial stroke so as to not implicate it with RSC cytoarchitectural areas. There are no strokes limited to RSC and claims to the contrary are based on a misinterpretation of the extent of stroke and RSC cytoarchitecture. Finally, tasks that require subjects to employ memory in relation to previously learned routes in an environment activate RSC and adjacent dPCC.
(Ghaem et al., 1997; Mellet et al., 2000) and support a role of RSC in the perisplenial complex in body in space orientation functions.

**Macro View of Cingulate Function: Selecting Networks to Perform Specific Tasks**

Before we address the details of cingulate function and disease, it must be asked on a more global scale, what is the essential function(s) of cingulate cortex? I was asked this question by an investigator at a conference in the 2000s and was surprised at my lack of a crisp and concise answer. As the answer may guide the next generation of cingulate research, it is not a trivial one. Cingulate cortex selects networks to accomplish specific tasks be they achieving a reward or avoiding a punisher. This view places current connection imaging strategies to define cingulate circuits into particular prominence. This conclusion, however, is not as simple as it may appear. Cingulate cortex does not operate as one full unit. It has many functionally independent units that may fulfill the above definition and we still do not fully appreciate how such units interact. Do each of the 8 subregions discussed below have their own extrinsic networks to regulate? How do the component areas contribute to network activation(s)? What information drives each unit and how is it extracted from the rest of the cerebral cortex? These questions and many others remain open.

One of the best studies of human cingulate connections is with MR diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) by Beckmann et al. (2009). They assessed cingulate connectivity with an algorithm to search for regional variations in the probabilistic connectivity profiles of all cingulate voxels with the rest of the brain and 9 subregions emerged. The probabilities of a connection between cingulate cortex and 11 predefined ROIs were also calculated and cingulate voxels with a high probability of connection with the different targets formed separate clusters. An explicit attempt was made to relate the connection clusters to cytoarchitectural entities. However, while these clusters have some correlation with cingulate subregions (Vogt, 2015), there is not an exact overlap. Importantly, there is no reason to expect cingulate inputs, such as those from the amygdala or parietal cortex, to respect cytoarchitectural borders. Further, comparison with monkey findings suggest that about 30% of any one connection has been identified. Thus, human cingulate connectivity studies are getting close to determining the different networks that its subregions regulate.

Lord et al. (2017) have identified PCC as a member of the “rich club” of regions that have extensive connections. The rich club typically includes key regions or hubs from multiple canonical networks, reducing the cost of inter-network communication. The PCC, a hub node embedded within the default mode network, facilitates communication between brain networks and is a key member of the “rich club.” They assessed how metabolic signatures of neuronal integrity and cortical thickness influence the global extent of a functional rich club as measured using the functional rich club coefficient (fRCC). Rich club estimation was performed on functional connectivity of resting state brain BOLD signals. Magnetic resonance spectroscopy was measured in the same session using a point resolved spectroscopy sequence and confirmed convergence of functional rich club with a previously established structural rich club. N-acetyl aspartate (NAA) in PCC is significantly correlated with age, while the rich club coefficient showed no effect of age. In addition, a significant quadratic relationship between fRCC and NAA concentration in PCC was observed. Furthermore, cortical thinning in PCC was correlated with a reduced rich club coefficient after accounting for age and NAA. Thus, the fRCC is related to a marker of neuronal integrity in a key region of the cingulate cortex. Furthermore, cortical thinning in the same area was observed,
suggesting that both cortical thinning and neuronal integrity in the hub regions influence functional integration at a whole brain level.

These studies are important starting points to evaluate cingulate connectivity. Future issues must consider the specific information transferred across a particular connection, how the 8 subregions interact and the extent to which one or more of them are engaged in short- or long-term plasticities. Defining connectivities is only the starting point.

**Overview of Cingulate Functions**

This figure provides a broad overview of cingulate cortex functions from Vogt (2014) and raises many of the following issues. In addition, Caruana et al. (2018) performed a thorough analysis of the functional properties of the entire cingulate cortex by analyzing the effect of high frequency electrical stimulation applied to 1789 cingulate sites in 329 epilepsy patients. The accurate multimodal image-based localization of stereoelectroencephalography electrodes allowed for a complete map of the specific contributions of each cingulate subregion. Behavioral and subjective responses were subdivided into six main categories: (i) goal-oriented behaviors; (ii) affective; (iii) somatosensory; (iv) vestibular; (v) visual; and (vi) speech impairment in addition to other miscellaneous effects. While their map does not align well with ours, there are a number of interesting confirmations of subregional functions. In this figure A. is their estimation of where cingulate subregions are located with B. showing ours. The main inaccuracies are in ACC and aMCC. The yellow dots in C. are sites that evoked affective responses and they are located mainly in our pACC with a small overlap in aMCC. The yellow dots in B. are sites that evoked goal-oriented behaviors and are mainly in our aMCC. These two findings confirm previous studies as discussed further below and emphasize the value of our borders. Vestibular sites are shown in red in B. and are located mainly in pMCC confirming its role in rapid orientation to sensory stimuli, while the red dots in C. are sites where visual responses were evoked also confirming previous studies showing a role in viewing personally relevant objects and contexts (Bar and Aminoff, 2003) and also discussed below. The relatively close alignment of affective sites and our pACC and goal-oriented behaviors with aMCC are confirmations of the value of using our subregional map.
Anterior cingulate cortex
1. Positive and negative memories of objects and experiences activate areas p32 and s32/s24/25, respectively (Phan et al., 2002; Vogt et al., 2003). Rolls (2014a-Fig. 4.47) and Grabenhorst and Rolls (2011) reinforce and extend this view by demon-strating that aMCC represents negative values produced by a punisher or non-reward that correlate with the subjective state of unpleasantness, while pACC represents positive, reward value that correlates with the subjective state of pleasure. It appears that each of these emotion states are dependent on OFC which plays a major role in cingulate functions by setting value states that undergird action outcomes. Additionally, the sACC has direct projections in autonomic regulatory centers including the lateral hypothalamus, amygdala, periaqueductal grey, and parabrachial nucleus (Vogt and Vogt, 2009). It is likely, therefore, that somatic markers, as conceptualized by Damasio (1996), are of particular relevance to this region where autonomic function is sensed and regulated as noted above. Notice that MCC and PCC do not have most of these projections. Only the MCC has periaqueductal grey and amygdala projections.
2. Emotional awareness is reflected by activations in pACC area 32 and adjacent medial prefrontal cortex. Lane et al. (1997) examined neural activation associated with attending to one's own emotional experience. By having subjects attend to and valence of their experience during assessment of pictures expressing different valences, they examined reflective awareness. Assessment of internal emotional states by this region including part of area 24 is supported by Grabenhorst et al. (2008) and Rolls (2014a) who showed this region is active when making continuous versus binary decisions about the pleasantness or aversiveness of sensory stimuli.
3. Common value scaling is critical for selecting action outcomes. Rolls notes that in order to select a specific goal during decision making, neuronal activity must be scaled in the same value range (Rolls, 2014a). Grabenhorst et al. (2010) showed that fundamentally different primary rewards (e.g., taste in the mouth and warmth on the hand) evoked responses in OFC and pACC that were scaled to the same range. Thus, different rewards (and punishers) are expressed on a similar scale for decision making in pACC area 24 to which many emotional states have access including nociceptive responses (Kulkarni et al., 2005; Vogt, 2005). This function may be a core to motivated behavior and intermediate between the remainder of ACC and aMCC functions.
4. Cost assessment of actions is a critical feature of decision making mediated by pACC area 24c. Hayden et al. (2011) explored this area in monkeys during foraging in a virtual reality task. Single neurons encoded a decision variable signaling the relative value of leaving a depleting resource for a new one. Neurons fired during each sequential decision to stay in a patch and, for each travel time, these responses reached a threshold for patch-leaving. Longer travel times reduced the gain of neural responses for choosing to stay in a patch and increased firing rate threshold mandating patch-leaving. As area 24c may be the rostral end of the rCPMA representing the face and head, it is not surprising that such an area would take the lead in decisions relating to identifying sources of food and water.

Midcingulate cortex
1. Feedback-mediated decision making for reward/approach and fear/avoidance selection is a key function of aMCC and much of cingulate information processing likely focusses on the function of this subregion. Bush (2009) discussed the role of dorsal aMCC (areas a24c' and 32') in feedback-
mediated decision making. He emphasized that no single “unimodal” theory accounts for the functions of this subregion. Thus, novelty and error detection, anticipation, and target and response selection are all subserved by it and it is a critical hub mediating final decisions. Huster et al. (2011) showed independent components that were significantly correlated with the single-trial electrophysiology components for go-, stop- and error-trials and the aMCC maxima in fMRI were greatest on stop- and error-related conditions; hence the notion of feedback-mediation of decisions. One of the keys to the significance of MCC is its activation by a few emotion-generating stimuli (fear and reward) and decisions involving cognitive (non-valenced) processing. Shima and Tanji (1998) reported neurons that encode reward-based decision making including target detection, motor response and reduced rewards with very few neurons responding to constant rewards. This latter finding was later confirmed in humans by Bush et al. (2002) in a study that was designed around findings in monkeys. Finally, the intermingling of nociceptive and reward coding neurons reported by Koyama et al. (2001) emphasizes the important point that this is the final common site for selecting between reward/approach and fear/avoidance behaviors and a mechanism for differentiating these two fundamentally different functions has yet to be proposed. Thus, the cost of actions and their outcomes is determined in areas 24c' and 32'.

2. Rapid cognitive and skeletomotor adjustments are made in pMCC that do not reflect internal emotional assessments of sensory stimuli. The pMCC is activated very early in the nociceptive response (Frot et al., 2008) occurring within 200-300 milliseconds before conscious cognitive processing occurs. The pre-movement responses of neurons in the caudal cingulate premotor area are much shorter than those of the rostral premotor region suggesting there is a system for more rapid orienting responses. Grabenhorst et al. (2008) evaluated graded or yes-no responses to pleasant warm, noxious cold or combinations thereof and pMCC had greater activations on yes vs. no trials suggesting a limited level of cognitive processing. These activations were related to a yes decision, and not to the particular response. Importantly, this subregion did not reflect the pleasantness of the stimuli when ratings were being made, so their activations are related to a ‘Go’ decision, compared with a decision not to Go. Further, the Cingulate Premotor Pain Model (Vogt and Sikes, 2009) proposes that the pMCC is involved in rapid adjustments based on early nociceptive responses that occur within 200-300 milliseconds that are not engaged in pain affect (Bentley et al., 2003; Frot et al., 2008). Also, the features of cCPMA neuron responses indicate earlier premotor activity in pMCC than in aMCC (Shima and Tanji, 1998) reflecting rapid responses on rewarded trials with less intervening cognitive/emotional modulation. Finally, Mohr et al. (2005) showed three parts of cingulate cortex are differentially activated by either externally or self-administered noxious stimuli with pMCC activation during externally generated noxious stimuli; suggesting a limited intervention of internal emotional assessment. There are virtually no reports of emotional activity in MCC; only fear in aMCC (Phan et al., 2002; Vogt et al., 2003).

**Posterior cingulate cortex**

1. Eye, head and body orientation in sensory spaces are coded by neurons in dPCC. The position of the eye in the orbit was reported by Olson et al. (1996). Richer et al. (1993) electrically stimulated PCC in epileptic patients and evoked complex proprioceptive sensations in the form of bilateral feelings of levitation unaccompanied by movement. It appears that activity in dPCC provides a pre-potent signal that prepares for withdrawal responses should one be required.
Another perspective on this function is provided by Mesulam et al. (2001) in which they show that dPCC and adjacent RSC promote the speed of spatial target detection to coordinate spatial attention by modulating expectancy and motivational valence.

2. The vPCC is engaged in assessing the context-spatial- and personal-relevance of sensory information; i.e., sensory information is not captured by vPCC unless it has personal significance. A very important study by Bar and Aminoff (2003) scanned subjects while they observed highly contextualized objects (e.g., a beach chair on the beach vs objects independent of contexts) and suggested that activated cortices mediate spatial and non-spatial contexts. Once the personal relevance of an object or experience has been coded in vPCC, it becomes available to sACC via direct connections for combining value and actions in ACC/MCC (e.g., sitting on the beach chair). See the connection between vPCC and ACC below. Given the interconnection of vPCC and sACC, it should be noted that personal relevance is also coded in pACC area 24. Enzi et al. (2009) showed that responses evoked by reward and the attribution of personal relevance during reward and personal relevance included the pACC. Although we showed basal glucose correlations between vPCC and OFC (Vogt et al., 2006), Rolls’ perspectives on value representations in OFC has required a more explicit connection between OFC and vPCC that participates in the personal relevance proposition. Thus, the interactions among vPCC, pACC and OFC are critical to defining ensuing decision making.

Intracingulate connections in relation to emotion and non-emotion activity

This figure shows graphics from Vogt (2005; A.) and current updates from Neurosynth (Yarkoni et al., 2011; B.-C.). A number of observations from the top plate are of particular interest in the context of connectivity.

1. “Fear” activations are in ventral aMCC on the cingulate gyral surface and subsequent connection studies have amplified this finding (C.). The extensive projections into the cingulate premotor areas (C.) in the cingulate sulcus emphasize the likely role of ventral aMCC fear as a premotor signal that guides avoidance behaviors.

2. Anger was sparsely distributed in most subregions but virtually non-detectable in the Neurosynth meta analysis.

3. Sadness was elevated in sACC in the early study but there were too few studies in Neurosynth as was true for happiness to localize a cluster of peak activations.

4. Non-emotion controls (scripts and film strips without emotional content; white circles) were highest in PCC indicating a limited role in primary emotions.

From these observations the following conclusions appear reasonable. Fear is a premotor pain signal for avoidance responses given the overlap of these two functions. As the cluster of active fear voxels is on the gyral surface (B.), it must be determined how they access cingulate and dorsal premotor areas (C.). Beyond the above figure, for this we turn to cutouts of an early study by Pandya et al. (1981) as shown in the figure below. These injections of tritiated-amino acids show anterograde transport and the injection in C. is in aMCC. While it shows a wide distribution in
cingulate cortex including the cingulate sulcus suggesting a cingulate integrative function, there are limited projections dorsally to supplementary and pre-supplementary motor cortices. The injection in panel B is a larger injection mainly in the pMCC. These projections terminate in all cingulate motor cortex in the sulcus and extend into pre-supplementary cortex. These findings confirm the hypothesis that fear on the gyral surface has access to motor systems and likely participate in pain avoidance behaviors. Finally, activated voxels in sACC and autonomic projections to the brainstem suggest that skeletomotor (MCC) functions are dissociated in cingulate cortex, although temporal coordination of the two may produce a joint skeletomotor/autonomic output system as suggested in the next figure and associated text.

**Pain**

The injection in B. above is located in pMCC and shows a strikingly different pattern of connections from that of aMCC (C., D.). Not only does it have extensive projections throughout cingulate cortex, it has major projections to dorsal supplementary and pre-supplementary cortices. Two issues are raised about pMCC. First, it has essentially no role in emotion as noted above. Even non-emotion controls do not activate it; yet it has massive dorsal projections to cingulate and supra-cingulate motor areas. Frot et al. (2008) evoked responses <1 second after a noxious laser stimulus in epileptic patients with subdural electrodes. By exploring the whole rostrocaudal extent of cingulate cortex, they found that only a restricted area in the pMCC responded. The cingulate nociceptive responses showed two components, of which the earliest peaked at latencies similar to those in SII. These data provide evidence that activations underlying the processing of nociceptive information can occur simultaneously in the medial and lateral pain systems. Their final conclusion makes a pivotal point: “the existence of short-latency pMCC responses to pain indicates that the ‘medial pain system’ is not devoted exclusively to the processing of emotional information, but is also involved in fast attentional orienting and motor withdrawal responses to pain inputs.” Thus, based on these and above studies, pMCC is not engaged mainly in emotion.

**Six-stage Model for Extracting Sensory Information**

Based on circuitry and functional studies, we proposed a six-stage model of how sensory information has access to cingulate cortex to evoke coordinated skeletomotor/autonomic responses (Vogt and Laureys, 2009) with this figure from this article. The model postulates that sensory information relating to objects and events in their context has access to the vPCC/RSC when they are personally
relevant and may require movement. The medial and lateral surfaces with significant basal Correlated Clusters Of Interest (bCCOI) from seeds in PET studies are coregistered to the medial surface flat map at the bottom of the figure to expose the CPMA and RSC (Vogt and Laureys, 2009). The first stage involves extraction of self-relevant information from all sensory cortices; this information is extracted from memory via the RSC (not shown as it is intermingled with the vPCC bCCOI in 2. and ACC as shown with the arrows from pACC and sACC. These codes are used to guide behavioral outputs such as approach and avoidance movements (5. A/A). It is proposed that PCC is involved at all stages of processing including intentional mediation of CPMA outputs (red arrows controlling CPMA output to the spinal cord, striatum and other skeletomotor centers and autonomic output from sACC; for details on the latter (Vogt and Vogt, 2009).

Valenced memories are critically dependent on reciprocal interactions between ACC and vPCC. The dPCC receives visual input and drives orientation of the head and body too such stimuli in the caudal cingulate premotor area (cCPMA; also caudal CMA) for attention and intentions along with aMCC. As noted above, OFC input to vPCC sets value states that maintain goals for action. The rCPMA (also rCMA) evaluates rewarded and punished outcomes and adjusts movement sequences based on feedback mechanisms to accomplish intended movements in particular contexts such as contextual fear learning. The coordinated output of both cingulate premotor areas and sACC then simultaneously drive relevant skeletomotor and autonomic motor systems.

**Attention**

With the above model, we begin to see a more refined definition of attention than the one that emerges from large strokes. Attention in this model reflects cingulate activity that addresses the needs and goals of the individual in specific contexts. It focuses on particular aspects of the environment and determines how to achieve a goal. With feedback from each movement, adjustments are made to refine approach or avoidance responses.

**All Cingulate Subregions are Involved in Different Aspects of Emotion**

One must wonder why there is such an elegant cytological and connectional differentiation along the cingulate gyrus and precise functional segregations. It appears that emotion is not processed in terms of broad perceptual, introspective viewpoints as often attributed to cingulate cortex. Rather, aggregates of neurons extract sensory context information and code events that have access to cingulate cortex through vPCC and these codes are the substrate for further cingulate processing, orientation and premotor control. I proposed in 2009 (Library #28) that while emotions may be unified perceptual events, they are handled in different ways throughout cingulate cortex. Here we see an expansion of such perspectives.

*ACC, primary limbic cortex for primary emotions and autonomic regulation*
*aMCC, limbic premotor cortex for selection of action outcomes and goal-oriented behaviors*
*pMCC, limbic premotor orientation cortex for attention driven shifts in processing & vestibular orienting*
*RSC, personal orientation in space and navigation maps for approach/avoidance*
*dPCC, limbic multimodal association cortex*
*vPCC, limbic sensory assessment cortex for personal relevance and a gateway to limbic processing*
Thus, limbic/emotion functions can be differentiated into subcomponents based on the 8-subregion model. Two issues in particular remain open for further research. First, the functions of anterior and intermediate RSC are not known possibly because we have not yet demonstrated the architecture of the rostral extent of these subregions. Second, the connection mechanisms and subregions involved in different aspects of social interactions are not known. While empathy is part of interpersonal interactions and is mediated by MCC (below), this is hardly a complete accounting of the role of cingulate cortex therein.

Clinical Validation of the 8-Subregion Model

Models of brain function require validation from clinical studies including transcranial direct current stimulation of MI as shown above, localization of drug actions and damage associated with unique cingulate subregions. There are still few studies that address drug actions in specific parts of cingulate cortex but two consider the role of ibuprofen and ketamine in pain relief. Hodkinson et al. (2015) showed that the commonly used nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug ibuprofen does not alter cerebral blood flow under pain-free conditions, but blood flow following third molar extraction was significantly reduced in aMCC in conjunction with a significant reduction in pain ratings following ibuprofen administration. The adjacent figure shows this pattern of binding that extends beyond aMCC into pACC and less so into pMCC. In another study, Sprenger et al. (2006) evaluated healthy volunteers with fMRI while receiving noxious thermal stimuli in conjunction with placebo or increasing doses of ketamine. The ketamine isomer used is thought to have stronger analgesic potency and a preferable side effect profile including less intense psychomimetic adverse effects which seems to be consistent with our views of MCC functions. During placebo administration, the pain network was activated including aMCC. Pain unpleasantness and intensity ratings declined as ketamine dosage was increased and decreased pain perception with ketamine was dose-dependent and associated with reduction of pain-induced activations. These two studies confirm the role of aMCC in pain and suggest that more effective pain relief can be achieved with drugs that target aMCC. They also confirms the predictive power of the 8-subregion approach.

The concept of selective vulnerability of cortical units to different diseases based on variations in neurochemistry was first recognized by C. and O. Vogt (1922; also Hopf, 1970). The original Vogt found that diseases of the nervous system are often confined to structures they termed “topistic” units. They defined “pathoclisis” as the phenomenon that only part of the organism undergoes pathological changes when the entire organism was exposed to a noxious agent and concluded that, since topistic units respond differently, each must have its own unique physiochemical properties.

As important as cytoarchitecture, circuitry, chemoarchitecture and functions are, these are just factors which together contribute to the selective vulnerabilities of each region or subregion of the cingulate cortex to particular diseases. Indeed, selective disease vulnerability provides an independent method of testing the veracity of the four-region, neurobiological model. Moreover, unique circuit chemistries and activations during particular conditions can lead to these vulnerabilities, such as during chronic pain or intense emotional stress.
To the extent that the ACC/MCC distinction has value for assessing disease etiologies, it predicts a selective vulnerability of MCC to another class of disease; i.e., those related to sensorimotor and cognitive processing rather than affect and valenced memory storage. The MCC has a prominent role in the anticipation of painful events as discussed by Porro and Lui (Library #43) and in acute pain processing. This excitatory engagement during pain and its anticipation appears to generate a selective vulnerability in MCC. Importantly, neuropathic pain and some other chronic pain syndromes produce selective reductions in activity in MCC as discussed by Kulkarni et al. (2005) and Vogt et al. (Library #37).

Albuquerque et al. (2006) reported that noxious thermal stimulation on facial skin of patients with burning mouth disorder produces a qualitatively different pattern of activation than that in control subjects. Their use of Brodmann’s anterior cingulate concept, however, distracts from the qualitative differences in activation patterns instead of quantitative (algebraic) changes at the same sites. These activations are plotted in the adjacent figure onto one of our cases with the same color code for patients (yellow) and controls (green) as in the original article. Indeed, during acute noxious stimulation of the face, the control subjects activate pACC and aMCC that are likely associated with the affective component of pain, while the patients activate only MCC. The responses may be driven more by previous/conditioned responses and enhanced anticipation of the pain than a simple pain affect as in control subjects. Activation of different regions indicates a qualitatively different response pattern in the patient population.

Based on the reciprocal suppression model in which ACC and MCC can inhibit each other when active, the activity in MCC might be enhanced in association with premotor processing and a cognitive effort leads to reducing activity, and presumably emotion that is normally generated in ACC. Since all responses were aggregated under a single “ACC region” in the original report, the pivotal dissociation between the control and pain groups was not fully appreciated. Furthermore, changes in PCC might also be better clarified in the regional model where it appears that burning mouth patients had no activation, while controls had activity mainly in vPCC and to a lesser extent in dPCC. It is quite likely that keys to the etiology of burning mouth disorder lie in the altered activation of qualitatively unique parts of the cingulate gyrus. The four-region neurobiological model requires a consideration of the connections and neurotransmitter systems that are modified by this chronic pain state to determine the physical substrate that is altered by chronic trigeminal activation.

Finally, while the complete mechanisms of social interactions are not understood in terms of structure/function units in cingulate cortex and their connections, empathy is certainly part of these complex functions. Empathy refers to sharing the emotions of others and is central to successful socializing. It is the ability to understand what others feel, be it an emotion or a sensory state. Accordingly, empathic experience enables us to understand what it feels like when someone else experiences sadness or happiness and also pain or touch and is associated with activation in neural structures that are also active during the first-hand experience of that emotion. For example,
cutaneous pain activates mainly MCC and this is one of the parts of the brain involved in pain empathy; i.e., part of the neural activity shared between self- and other-related experiences.

Singer et al. (2004) reported that actual pain to oneself mainly activates aMCC (coded red in this figure), while observing the pain in another person (a loved one in this instance) activated mainly pMCC (coded green). There are two sites in each cingulate region where the red and green overlap but the meaning of this is still unclear; they may be associated with coordinating responses between the two regions. Thus, if we observe someone in pain, this response helps us respond to the other person’s pain in a caring manner as we would our own pain. Also, other parts of the brain are engaged in empathy, not just cingulate cortex. Empathy also helps a social group to share experiences that are helpful to survival. An example of this is a monkey troop that is threatened by an intruder and they coalesce as a group for protection in what is termed “emotional contagion.” Group fleeing behavior of humans during a mass shooting incident suggests that a similar response is at work in our species.

Thus, these and many other clinical studies validate the 4 region/8 subregion models of cingulate cortex. The value of these models work in the reverse direction as well; i.e., they provide new insights into the functions, circuitries and information processing of each cingulate division. As human imaging research continues to slowly adopt these models, a greater appreciation of these issues will emerge.
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